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Trending Samsung S21 PS5 iPhone 12 Xbox Series X Best Laptop Best Phone VPN TechRadar supports the audience. When you buy through links to our site, we can earn an affiliate commission. Read more TechRadar newsletter Sign up to get groundbreaking news, reviews, opinion, analysis and more, plus the hottest tech hotels! Thank you for signing
up for TechRadar. You will receive a confirmation email soon. There was a problem. Refresh the page and try again. No unwanted, I promise. You can unsue at any time and we will never share your information without your permission. That's what an app is for. By that, we mean your period. In my perfect period app, Judy Blume would pop up on my phone
screen and remind me to plug my sanitary pad into my sanitary belt. Unfortunately, life isn't perfect. But, that's fine because we have some pretty exciting free period apps to track the arrival of Aunt Flow, crimson wave, blob, or whatever you call it. Regardless of whether you just want to head up so you surf on the crimson wave soon, or a way to track fertility,
these period tracking apps are here for you. Changes to the iPhone 11 Pro may not be flashing, but improvements in almost every area make this absolutely phenomenal phone of Matthew Bolton • 2020-11-18T11:23:14Z Latest mobile news, reviews and discussions regarding Android, iOS and everyone else in the mobile area, including comprehensive
purchase guides and videos. Digital trends offer in-depth coverage of smartphones, smartphones and everything in between. Top Devices: Galaxy Note 20 Ultra | Surface duo | iPhone 12 | iPad | Apple Watch 6 Platforms: SmartWatches | 5G | Android | iPhone | Android 11 | iOS 14 Latest Stories Latest Guides Page 2 Mobile Car Bible is supported by
reading support. When you buy through links to our site, we can earn an affiliate commission. Read more Creating a smartphone has brought with it a range of technological wonders. But one of the most popular and useful is the growth of GPS applications. Whether you're driving in a car or simply walking down the street, you can enter a destination and let
the app do navigation work, take away a lot of stress. You can also simply scan around you for interesting businesses, restaurants, tourist attractions, and anything else you would like to find. While companies like Google dominate the GPS map scene, there are many different options out there. And don't assume you only need one app. Each serves a
second purpose, and we will do everything to highlight some of the key features right here in this article. For example, you can search for one for offline use, another for use while driving, one for walking, cycling etc. So, in this blog post, we'll give you an overview of the 10 best and their key features to help you figure out which is best for you. The Best GPS
Apps App Made in Recent Years grew in popularity, HERE We go offers maps maps World. In the past, it's only been on Nokia devices, but the company has now expanded its offering, and you can get it for free on the Apple and Android devices. Download Here: Google Play Store Interface is simple and elegant, while you can also customize maps,
allowing you to save sites for quick routes. Downloading offline maps from as many as 100 different countries helps if you don't have easy access to your data. Access to traffic information and public transport can also be accessed wherever they are available. Compared to some larger and more complex apps like Google Maps, it ingests far less space on
your smartphone. Download Here: App Store When traveling in a car, you can turn on the voice navigation feature for easy instructions. If you go on foot or by bike, you can find information about how hilly the route is, as well as getting step-by-step instructions. Best of all is completely free to use! Although it still lacks the brand recognition of some other big
players in the field, it is an app that continues to grow in popularity. If you're looking for a high level of detail in maps, don't look any further than this Sygic app. It's all in 3D, and individual maps can be saved offline, reducing the chances of accidentally mis-bending at any point during your trip. As an additional voice of confidence, maps and details come from
TomTom, which is a very recognizable brand that has been here for a long time. This year, free map updates are available to improve its offering. A lot of people trust her because of the precise instructions and the traffic information she provides. Download Here: The Google Play Store There are millions of interesting sites available so you can discover
what's going on in your local area – and maybe find some hidden gems. There are also advanced safety features, including speed limit alerts, dynamic lane and upward head display. Download Here: The App Store Tens of millions of people have already put faith in this app. While the main app is free, you have the option to download one of the premium
versions. The highest price provides real-time traffic updates. If you'd rather only get the basic free version, you still get a raft of features, including dashcam access, suggestions for parking and bend navigation. You can scroll with or without internet and updates for free. And now we have the most famous of all. Google Maps is one that many people turn to
for all their navigational needs. While you can use it in online mode, you also have the ability to download and save regional maps for offline use too. If you often have location services turned on, Google will make recommendations based on your home and the areas you visit frequently. You can also customize your offline and save them to your device.
Device. You can select your map to download a specific map that is not automatically visible. Remember that the maximum map size that can be downloaded is 2GB, which is about 200 x 120 miles. Maps will be automatically deleted after 30 days without an Internet connection. Download Here: Google Play Store Apparently, Google is a huge company with
so many different branches on it. Easily find maps for location inspiration, directions, reviews, and street-level photo. You can also choose from a variety of map views, depending on your preferences, including traffic, cycling, public transit, terrain, satellite, and Google Earth. The company's purpose is to have a very high level of accessibility and there are
several languages available. You can adjust the volume of the voice guidance according to your preferences. Download Here: App Store As traffic monitoring, powered by Waze, which is another Google-owned app. This is a useful way of navigating traffic to help you stop getting into so many congestion. Color encoding is used to determine the level of traffic
you can expect. And when you use any Google service, you can feel confident that they are always innovative and ready to bring the next thing. Next on the list is MapFactor. The first thing you need to keep in mind is that there is no functionality of the web map, so everything is done offline. As soon as you download the app, it will ask you to download some
of its hundreds of individual maps from around the world. As you would expect, maps are organized by country, but more detailed sub-maps are available for highly populated areas. Navigation options are fairly basic, powered by OpenStreetMap, but functional. There are additional features that you have to pay for. Some of these include day and night
themes, voice directions, 2D and 3D modes, etc. In the end, if you're looking for a simple and easy choice, this one is a good option. Download Here: Google Play Store The MapFactor app has included many advantages. First, it provides regular updates by getting the latest information. You also get speed warnings and a camera to help you properly abide
by the rules of the road. You can also clearly specify the type of vehicle and the roads you prefer to travel by using the percentage slider. Download Here: App Store Alternatively, you can get a premium version that uses maps from TomTom. The price of the premium version is small, and there are also some other useful features that need to be considered.
You have access to as many as three proposed routes, which stops you from travelling on the main roads at all times. Instead, you can find a way that is more efficient. You also have access to traffic updates, which helps with the task of getting A to B to the most pain-free. If you do not choose to upgrade, you will be given a regular give you this option, but
this is like many other applications of this type. We mentioned Waze before in the Google Maps section, but it also works as a standalone app – and it's very popular. This is especially useful for drivers who like their traffic and road information in real time. And if you can avoid the frustrations of being stuck in traffic, it's something that's definitely worth doing!
Two apps are useful for different purposes, so let's go for a little more detail about what exactly they are. Download Here: Google Play Store Waze is a user-based app, as opposed to Google, which is much more data-based. This means that it allows users to contribute their own tips, such as road hazards, traffic jams, speed cameras, etc. If you choose to
give it permission, the app will also detect when you are travelling significantly below speed limits and use it in real-time traffic data. You can integrate Waze with a few social media accounts, including Facebook, Twitter and FourSquare. There is also a points-based system if you contribute information such as sights and new roads. Also, there are plenty of
voice options to inject a little extra fun for your daily commenceable transportation! If you want to customize your apps, this is a great option for you. Download Here: App Store In the end, if you are regularly found behind the wheel of a car, it's a must have an app. This is not the type of app you get if you're looking for help navigating while walking, cycling,
etc. And while other apps are very useful offline, this is the type of app you need an Internet connection to enjoy at its best. Many praise him for his wash and minimal interface, which is designed not to draw too much attention when driving. A free map service that has proved extremely popular in recent years, MAPS. ME is free to use. Its offline mode is
communion, and you have a full search feature to work where you need to go on. There are also plenty of interesting places to go, whether you're looking for shopping or going somewhere for a coffee. Everything is divided into clear categories so you can easily search for what you are looking for. You can also add bookmarks to help you find places in the
future. With offline maps from all over the world available, it makes a great app for travelers. Like Google, you can browse your destinations and leave your own if you want to help future visitors to the area. Download here: Google Play Store Switch to online mode and share your location with friends and now book hotels. You can get traffic data wherever
they are available. All maps are updated with OpenStreetMap once or twice a month. Developers, however, have pledged to be able to use the app for free, but it is supported by ads. To remove ads, you can pay for it, but other other which you are obliged to do. Download Here: App Store This is the kind of app that is always innovative, and has also
integrated its offering with Uber to make it even easier to get to where you're going. You can also plan your trip by public transport if you prefer to travel this way. Keep in mind that the turn-by-turn feature will dry out your battery fairly quickly. As competitors go to Google Maps, this is one of the biggest and best. Another application that uses OpenStreetMap,
Navmii GPS World features online and offline capabilities. There are many map regions available, so there's more chance you'll find your location in the list. Download here: The Google Play Store While it's free to use, in-app purchases are available to improve your experience. All maps are voice-navigated, which certainly helps significantly if you're behind
the wheel of a car and don't want to distract from the road. The menu is on the list of icons, which makes it relatively straight to find what you're looking for. Download Here: App Store On the page, image quality is not as good as some of the other options we have discussed so far in this post. Although it's not one of the major players in the world of maps
apps, it's one that's worth it to take time to think. Scout had a rebranded version of Telenav that was around for a long time before it got a new look. It has all the basic features you'd expect from an app like this, including bend navigation. One of the main selling points is to connect to social media accounts to offer features such as automatically updating a
friend with the expected arrival time. Car navigation is accurate, and you can also get free traffic alerts and a safety camera. You can also search through many interesting points to help you get where you're going. The other side is that pedestrian mode is not as good as driving mode, so you may want to see alternatives if you spend more time on foot.
Download Here: Google Play Store While it's free to download, you must pay an annual subscription to take advantage of the full version and get rid of all annoying ads. It also allows you to download offline maps, which is a feature that you get for free in other cases. In the end, this is a good choice, but some of the above applications that we discussed
probably do the job a little better. Download Here: App Store App, which was designed specifically for outdoor lovers such as cyclists, hikers and mountain bikers, Komoot has a range of advantages. When you download an app, the first of its regional basic offline maps is free. Then you will have to pay for each map separately or you can pay a one-time fee
to access all of them. Using OpenStreetMap, coverage and accuracy is getting better and better. Download Here: Store Google Play First Up, You Have a way to plan a trip for which you will need to be connected to the Internet. Routing algorithms are designed to create the best journete between the points you choose. You can also set your own criteria –
whether it's road cycling, mountain biking or cycling. As cycling enthusiasts will already know, these are completely different things! You can then track saved offline routes. You have access to important information such as lift and gradient profiles, as well as the type of road surfaces you will face. You can even find out the estimated driving time from your
fitness profile! Download Here: App Store When you're in navigation mode, you can turn on audio prompts so you don't have to check the map all the time. Your route is automatically logged on, whether it matches the route or not. There is also a social site that allows you to share recommendations and route off with other app users. This helps with future
route planning. You can also check other user profiles to find out specific paths they've taken in the past. In the end, it all adds to the community sense of the app, which is one of the main reasons why so many people like it. Our final application on the list is from one of the most famous companies in the world of GPS maps, TomTom. It is designed to select
the best available route based on reliable traffic information in real time to help you reach your goal more quickly. You can install and update apps from around the world at no extra cost, and you can save many offline maps to your device. There are speed camera updates to help you avoid getting a ticket. In addition, you can see thousands of points of
interest around you. There are also advanced lane guidelines to help you get to the right lane in enough time. Download Here: Google Play Store The price structure is a little strange compared to other options there. You get 50 free miles every month, which suits the needs of some users. But if you want more, you'll need to take a one- or three-year
subscription. So you're going to have to decide whether it's worth making a commitment. But for casual users, it ticks a lot of boxes you're looking for. Download Here: App Store As you would expect from a brand that has been in navigation for so long, it works well. It is up to you whether you are willing to give up the satnav just to use your smartphone! GPS
applications are revolutionized getting from A to B, and there's more and more different options. And since many of them are available for free, there is no need to limit yourself to just one. In fact, it makes sense to pass on at least a couple, because they all serve different purposes. For example, you can have one for driving, another for cycling, one more for
when you want to navigate offline etc. Let us hope that this guide has given you a decent overview of the main options available to you so that you can decide what will be most useful for your individual purposes. Keep in mind that GPS apps usually drain the battery pretty quickly, so be careful to run in the background too long. If you're driving, it makes
sense to have a car charger, so you don't have to worry that this is a problem. Many of these apps invite you to contribute in different ways, which is always worth doing to improve the experience for others in the future. Whether you choose to pay for the app or use it for free, it's entirely from you. But before putting in any credit card details, it's worth knowing
exactly what benefits you can expect to receive with this. Related post: Best car phone carriers Add your rating
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